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The report includes a brief Executive Summary followed a description of the process undertaken during the Study.
The process included outreach to the community via two Advisory Committee meetings and a large community
meeting to discuss funding options. As you are aware, the Sonoma Valley GSA was fortunate to be the recipient of
a significant State grant for its GSP preparation. The result of these various efforts was a decision by the Sonoma
Valley GSA Board of Directors, which is made up of representatives from contributing funding agencies, to continue
making direct contributions for funding of the initial phase of the Agency’s activities (“Phase I” funding). For the
purpose of completeness, the report includes a description of the most likely funding option (a fee under Proposition
26) and methodology had the GSA decided to go forward with a fee. The report also identifies data gaps that should
be closed during the preparation of the Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) to help ensure successful
implementation of a different funding source after completion of the GSP.
It was a pleasure working with you and we wish to express our thanks for your and other staff member support
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1. Executive Summary
1.1.

Background of the Study

In 2014 California enacted the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA, Act), which requires local
agencies to form Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) in areas with high and medium priority basins to
develop Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSPs). In 2017 the Sonoma Valley Groundwater subbasin (Basin) (along
with the Petaluma Valley subbasin, and the Santa Rosa Plain subbasin) was designated as a medium priority basin.
Sonoma County (County), the Sonoma County Water Agency (Now called Sonoma Water, formerly SCWA), the
City of Sonoma (City), along with Valley of the Moon Water District (VOMWD), North Bay Water District
(NBWD), and Sonoma Resource Conservation District (SRCD) entered into a Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement
(JPA) to form the Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency (Agency). SGMA requires that medium
priority basins prepare and submit a GSP by January 31, 2022.
In 2017, three adjoining Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) in Sonoma County, including the Sonoma
Valley GSA, contracted with Raftelis to develop financial plans (Study) for funding Phase I of their adherence to the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. Phase I deals with the establishment of the Agency and its staffing and
operations, the Agency’s preparation for and development of its GSP, and public outreach to secure support for GSA
funding. The Agency secured initial start-up funding for its first two years of operations from the member agencies
listed above. However, initially those member agencies had anticipated reimbursement of those agency
contributions.
This report summarizes the range of funding sources considered. It also chronicles GSA Board and Advisory
Committee meetings and Community Meeting public outreach efforts and summarizes the feedback received at those
meetings. This report also describes the variety of funding methods considered for Phase I funding and the eventual
decision by the Sonoma Valley GSA member agencies to proceed with member agency funding for Phase I costs,
and the amount of contribution from each funding agency. Finally, the report recommends actions the Agency could
take during Phase I to enhance information that will be needed for possible Phase II funding.

1.1.1. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The major objectives of the study as initially envisioned included the following:
• Develop financial plans and sources of funding for the GSA to allow it to adequately fund the ongoing
administrative and operating costs and the preparation of GSP
• Develop an outreach plan to help establish a funding mechanism for the GSA
• Develop appropriate fees or charges to fund the GSA during Phase I and document the fees/charges

1.1.2. CONTEXT AND BENEFITS OF SUSTAINABLY MANAGED
GROUNDWATER

Groundwater is an important public resource to be managed as it provides reliability for municipal, agricultural, and
industrial interests, and helps maintain surface water flows as well. Groundwater provided roughly 60% of the larger
watershed’s water supply in 2012. 1 Sustainably managed groundwater is beneficial for a variety of reasons including
1

http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/conditions/
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maintaining surface water flows, providing water for irrigating crops, providing water for municipalities, and
providing a water source for rural residential and other users not receiving water service from municipalities or other
water service providers.
Surface water flows are connected to groundwater and can either add to groundwater levels or groundwater can add
to surface flows in streams depending on hydrological conditions. Many agricultural users depend on groundwater.
In addition to dairy, pasture and other row crops, the basin has many vineyards. While some vineyards and some
other agricultural uses are dry-farmed, many are irrigated with groundwater and having access to groundwater is
potentially valuable to all farmers in drier years.
Both the City of Sonoma and the VOMWD primarily import their municipal water from Sonoma Water (previously
known as SCWA) but both also use groundwater to augment their supplies. The City of Sonoma and VOMWD
share a single connection to Sonoma Water via the Sonoma Aqueduct. Groundwater provides a backup water supply
in case of emergency. For example, the City of Sonoma’s 2015 Water Master Plan says that “the City’s current water
strategy is to meet the water demands using water purchased from Sonoma Water and use local groundwater supplies
to supplement water demand needs during peak periods and also during periods of drought and/or Sonoma Water
shortages and shortfalls. The City’s local groundwater supply is a key element of its drought contingency plan and it
is expected to remain as such throughout the planning horizon of [its Urban Water Management Plan].” 2 Similarly,
VOMWD plans to reduce its reliance on groundwater and in the future use groundwater to “meet demands in the
case of a drought or a decrease in SCWA water supply.” 3
Implementation of the Groundwater Sustainability Plan will provide the Basin with a sustainably managed
groundwater resource. Sustainably managed groundwater basins can reduce the risk of overdraft. Basin overdraft
can have many long term negative effects including well failure, water quality deterioration, land subsidence, aquifer
capacity depletion, and other environmental harms. Managing groundwater basins in a sustainable manner can not
only avoid these negative outcomes but can also protect in-basin property values. Moreover, by keeping local control
of the basin, the Agency can prevent additional regulations from the state and implementation of state mandated
fees. Maintaining local control ensures that local concerns can be heard and dealt with as they arise.

1.2.

Study Outcome and Termination

A number of potential Phase I funding methods were considered as part of the Study. Due to the costs and uncertainty
regarding successful imposition of a uniform per-parcel fee, which could require voter approval as a parcel tax, and
the possible high costs to fee payors from a fee based on groundwater usage as authorized by SGMA (Water Code
section 10730) and subject to the restrictions of Proposition 26, which method of funding is described in more detail
in Section 3.1, as well as the Board’s desire to avoid State Intervention, the Board opted to terminate the rate study
and pursue continued member agency funding for Phase I. All costs and estimates presented in this report should be
considered as preliminary. The funding allocations for Phase I in fiscal year (FY) 2018-19 through FY 2021-2022 are
shown below in Table 1.

City of Sonoma WMP, 2051, section 4.
VOMWD UWMP, 2015, section 5.2. Accessed from
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/f7204b_0b944a237b264fb294630cc4b82619ba.pdf on 10/25/18. SCWA is now known
as Sonoma Water.
2
3

2
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Table 1: Proposed Phase I Funding Allocation Methodology
Entity
Sonoma
VOMWD
Sonoma RCD
NBWD
Sonoma County Water Agency (now
Sonoma Water)
Sonoma County
Total

FY 2018-19
$97,767
$97,767
$20,000
$20,000

FY 2019-20
$25,000
$25,000
$10,000
$10,000

FY 2020-21
$25,000
$25,000
$10,000
$10,000

FY 2021-22
$25,000
$25,000
$10,000
$10,000

$117,233

$125,000

$125,000

$125,000

$117,233
$470,000

$43,000
$238,000

$84,000
$279,000

$56,000
$251,000
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2. Public Outreach Efforts and
Feedback Received
Over the course of the study Raftelis and The Reed Group attended several meetings in the Basin to address
community concerns and to solicit feedback.

2.1.

November 27, 2017 Advisory Committee Meeting

On November 27, 2017 Raftelis and The Reed Group introduced the study to the Sonoma Valley Advisory
Committee (AC). This initial AC presentation dealt with the Study’s proposed scope and approach. During this
meeting the difference between fees authorized by Water Code § 10730, which are regulatory fees that may be levied
before the adoption of the GSP and that are governed by Proposition 26, and fees authorized by Water Code §
10730.2, which may be levied after GSP adoption for service provided and that are subject to the rules of Proposition
218, were introduced and described.

2.2.

February 13, 2018 Advisory Committee Meeting

On February 13, 2018 Raftelis and The Reed Group met with the AC again. At this meeting Raftelis presented initial
results from analysis. Additionally, Raftelis discussed the purpose of the proposed fee programs, and the suggested
benefits that the fee structure would yield to the Basin community.
The magnitude of the potential draft fees was first shown at this meeting, although these fees were highly preliminary.
(Fees later would be reduced due to the grant funding secured by Agency staff.)
At this meeting, Raftelis and The Reed Group discussed several other issues facing the Basin. These included:
»
»
»

»
»
»

Billing mechanisms (would the fee be assessed on property tax bills, or issued directly to ratepayers?)
Exclusion issues (would the fee be assessed on open space? What other classes of parcel should be excluded?)
Boundary issues (how should the Agency treat ratepayers not fully in the Basin? how should it treat
ratepayers in multiple Basins?)
How should the Agency treat de minimis extractors? 4
Should the Agency charge both direct and indirect groundwater management beneficiaries? (e.g., should it
charge urban customers that benefit from their water utility’s use of groundwater?)
Variations on fee structure options including a minimum parcel charge

2.3.

March 14, 2018 Community Meeting

On March 14, 2018 Raftelis participated in a community meeting held in the city of Sonoma at the Sonoma Veterans
Memorial Building (126 First Street West, Sonoma). Approximately 80 community members attended. Mr. Jay
Jasperse of Sonoma Water presented an overview of the GSA process to date as well as the State Intervention option
for GSA funding. Raftelis presented some initial funding options and some preliminary calculations to stimulate
discussion among the community members. At this meeting, Raftelis presented the following information:
4

4

De mimimis extractors are defined as those who extract less than two acre feet per year (AFY), per SGMA.
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1. Phase I (pre-GSP development) and Phase II (post-GSP development) funding requirements
2. Differences between regulatory fees and service fees (property-related fees subject to Proposition 218)
a. Regulatory fees must be tied to regulatory costs, can be imposed by GSA board.
b. Service fees must be tied to the cost of providing service to parcels. Proposition 218 requires notice
to all parcels. Service fees can be passed by the GSA Board, absent a majority protest of payors.
3. The Agency’s Phase I budget
4. Preliminary fee ranges (Note that these fee ranges differ from those presented in Table due to data
refinements that continued after the Community meeting.)
After initial presentations, the remainder of the evening was devoted to soliciting community feedback. Table
discussions were led and facilitated by Agency staff, consultants and advisory group member volunteers. Community
comments were solicited and noted on the pros and cons of a variety of larger concepts including recognizing general
benefits of groundwater and funding vs. payment by groundwater users only, as well as some details of potential
funding mechanisms. Some of these comments have been reproduced below. 5
1. Pros and Cons of Distributing Costs to all land owners on a per-parcel basis

PROS
• Note: some would support this for Phase I but NOT
Phase II (should become quantity-based)
• Simple and easy, clean, avoids political campaign
• Fair and equitable – “We are all on the same island”
• All water comes from the basin – equitably pass along
• Only practical solution without GW usage
• Keeps people off your property in terms of
regulating/metering
• “All using groundwater - some just pay to pump it”
• Everyone is using GW – don’t demonize people using
GW, because it has value to everyone
• Keeps the state away!
• This is a wider issue than who uses water - everyone
benefits from functioning community, GSA, and GSP
• Consider residential vs. comm.
• City uses GW too
• Precedent – well owners pay for Warm Springs Dam
even though they don’t use that water
• Some well-owners would want to be on city water if
possible
• Everyone already pays something for water
• Pay for farmers to grow food

5

CONS
• Does not encourage conservation
• Not (only) charging those who use groundwater
• Variation in parcel size; Subsidizes large parcels,
not fair to small property owners
• Some think this is unfair – i.e., apartments vs
homeowners
• High users deplete resources and are charged the same
as others
• “I get my water from the city”
• Affects all homeowners
• Need to consider effect of Williamson Act

http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/3-14-18-SV-Tabletop-Discussion-Notes.pdf
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2. Pros and Cons of Distributing Costs to all land owners on a per-acre basis
PROS
• “Parcels or acres not an issue for our small water
system”
• Sliding scale would seem fair
• Simple and easy

•
•
•
•
•
•

CONS
Potential for large fees for large dry lots
Depends on what you use the acreage for – size
doesn’t correlate with water use necessarily
Unfair to farmers, could reduce farming/increase
cost of local food products
“I am dry farming – do not want to pay for acres”
Unirrigated acreage/open space
How to account for ponds used for water storage?

3. Pros and cons of distributing costs to all well owners in the Basin
PROS
• Simple, Low cost, Easy to implement
• Ok if charging a reasonable fee per well
• Should charge ag/commercial higher rates than
domestic
• Seems fair IF only a part of cost/revenue

CONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not a popular option
Not equitable
Large users are mining the basin
Don’t know all the wells in the valley
Ignores amount of water coming out of the ground
People have to register
Already pay electricity, maintenance
Costs too high on per-well basis – not reasonable
Different wells have different types, levels of use

4. Pros and cons of distributing costs to all well owners in the Basin based on the amount of water
pumped?
PROS

CONS

• Volumetric charge encourages conservation - “It’s
• Too cumbersome for Phase I (metering)
a crime to not meter wells”
• Meters are expensive to install, maintain
• Pressure on heavy users
Protects average to poor folks, puts cost on businesses
that can
afford it
• Best for long-term
• Tiered rates – encourage conservation

6
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Overall, conversation was lively and community members who attended were engaged, but there was not a clear
consensus. Community response was split in its desire to spread the costs of groundwater to management to all
land owners or to have only groundwater extractors pay.

2.4.

March 26, 2018 Board Meeting

On March 23, 2018 Raftelis presented to the Agency’s Board. At this board meeting Raftelis presented many of the
topics covered in the March 14, 2018 Community Meeting, but, in addition, presented a possible allocation of costs
strategy. This strategy, initially dubbed the Hybrid Fee 6 methodology proposed breaking up the fee proportionally
between three different customer classes: municipalities, agricultural customers, and rural residential and commercial
customers. (The “Hybrid” or “Categorical Benefits” methodology is presented in more detail in Appendix A.)
Funding Options considered/explored include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6

Regulatory fee (subject to Prop. 26)
Service fee (subject to Prop. 218)
Parcel tax
Default to State intervention amounts
Continuing member agency contributions

The Hybrid Fee methodology would eventually be renamed the “Categorical Benefit Fee” methodology.
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3. Funding Methods
Considered
Throughout the Study period there was quite a bit of uncertainty about how best to assess the fee. SGMA is still a
relatively new piece of legislation, and the method for funding GSAs is not made abundantly clear by the act nor has
it been tested by the courts. Raftelis, Staff and Counsel came up with several potential methods of funding the
Agency, and eventually settled on three different alternatives.

3.1.

Potential Funding Methods

One critical component of the Study was determining which funding mechanisms could be used and which legal
requirements governed the funding mechanisms under consideration. Staff, Raftelis and the Agency’s legal Counsel
(Kronick, Moskovitz, Tiedemann, & Girard or KMTG) met several times to discuss the potential legal challenges
associated with each funding approach.
Specifically, there was substantial discussion over whether funding to support the GSA would be from regulatory
fees governed by Proposition 26 or service fees governed by Proposition 218. Although early indications and legal
counsel suggested that the appropriate funding source was most likely the regulatory fee authorized by Water Code
section 10730 and governed by Proposition 26 for Phase I GSA funding, both funding mechanisms were considered.
Raftelis’ understanding of the distinction between regulatory fees subject to Proposition 26 and service fees subject
to Proposition 218 7 is summarized briefly below:
Regulatory fees are fees intended to recover the cost of regulation. Proposition 26 provides that these fees cannot
exceed the cost of governmental activity associated with regulation and that the fee amount allocated to any payor
must bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the payor’s benefits from or burdens on the regulatory activity. As a
crucial point of distinction, these fees can be imposed without voter approval.
Service fees, or “property-related” fees governed by Proposition 218, are charges related to property ownership or
occupation. The fee charged to any parcel must be proportional to the cost of providing service to that parcel and
may not exceed the cost of providing service to the parcel. Unlike regulatory fees governed by Proposition 26,
property-related fees or charges governed by Proposition 218 are subject to mandatory noticing and a majority protest
of affected parcel owners.
Yet another funding mechanism eventually also seriously considered was a Parcel Tax. Parcel taxes are considered
to be special taxes under Proposition 13 and must be approved by voters. As a “special tax” it would be subject to a
2/3rd voter approval threshold to go into effect.

3.2.

Legislative and Legal Understanding

During the course of this Study, the California Supreme Court issued a ruling on the City of San Buenaventura vs
United Water Conservation District case. This case was of particular interest to GSAs because it dealt with charges
7

8

Raftelis is not a law firm. Legal advice was provided to the Agency by KMTG.
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assessed on groundwater pumping. The opinion issued on this case held that charges assessed on groundwater
pumping are not “imposed… upon a parcel or a person as an incident of property ownership,” which is the type of
fee that Proposition 218 governs. Following this ruling, this study began examining funding options that would be
characterized as regulatory fees subject to Proposition 26 rather than property-related fees subject to Proposition 218.
Our understanding from KMTG was that the primary legislative principles to uphold regarding regulatory fees
under Prop. 26 were as follows:
»

»
»

Fees allocated to a fee payor must be related to a governmental activity that either benefits the fee payor or
that the payor burdens;
Fee revenue cannot exceed the cost of the activity for which the fee is imposed, and
The fee amount allocated to any payor must bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the payor’s benefits
from or burdens on the regulatory activity.

3.3.

Synopsis of Funding Methods

Several funding options were considered by the Agency during the Study. These are listed below, along with pros,
cons, and reasons why they were eventually pursued or rejected.

3.3.1. PER PARCEL FEE
This fee was envisioned to be a regulatory fee charged at a uniform amount to all parcel owners. A regulatory fee
can be assessed with Board approval rather than through election. Its positives included that it would spread the cost
of the Agency’s Phase I operations to all parcel owners, which would distribute the cost relatively equally. It would
also have a relatively low cost per parcel per year.
This approach had several potential issues, including the fact that many parcels in the Basin area may not use
groundwater directly. There were also concerns about the constitutionality of assessing this fee, as it could be
considered a tax and subject to potential legal challenge. Based on these concerns, the Board chose to reject this
approach.

3.3.2. PARCEL FEE AND GROUNDWATER USE BASED FEE
This approach would assess a small fee on all parcels, and then distribute the remaining costs based on groundwater
extraction. It was considered because it would have distributed a small amount of cost to all parcel owners,
recognizing the benefits to all living in the basin of sustainably managed groundwater, but it would also have charged
the direct users of groundwater proportionally to their actual use. This fee was compelling for the reasons listed above
but suffered from the same constitutionality concerns as the per parcel fee and was thus also removed from further
consideration.

3.3.3. PARCEL TAX
This approach would have been a voter-approved parcel tax. It would be like the per parcel fee but would not suffer
from the same legal concerns. It had similar benefits to the per parcel fee: costs would be relatively low and evenly
distributed. However, this approach would have required voter approval by a 2/3rd majority. Additionally, placing a
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parcel tax measure on the ballot would have potentially cost the Agency between $75,000 and $123,000. 8 In addition,
the Agency would have incurred costs associated with polling and the creation and distribution of educational
materials. Finally, a campaign would have been required (which could not have been undertaken by the GSA itself),
and there was no guarantee of success at the polls.
Ultimately this option was also rejected by the Board due to the increase in costs that this option would incur and
the uncertainty regarding the voter outcome.

3.3.4. FEE ON GROUNDWATER USE
This approach would have been a fee assessed on all groundwater users based on actual groundwater use. This
approach benefited from having a direct nexus between the regulated activity (pumping groundwater) and the
regulatory fee. It was also supported by the recent San Buenaventura decision. It would have captured the extraction
by all water service providers, as well as agricultural and residential well users.
However, this approach also had its challenges. First among them: actual groundwater use of many users is unknown
at this point in time. Agricultural and residential well use is not reported; it is unlikely that these types of users have
meters on their wells. Currently only municipal and small water service provider groundwater use is metered and
reported. Lastly, this approach would require a different approach for de minimis users (those using under two acre
feet per year), who are also mostly unmetered. This approach was rejected due to the difficulties associated with data
acquisition.

3.3.5. FEE ON ESTIMATED GROUNDWATER USE
This approach would have been similar to the fee on groundwater use. It has similar benefits as the fee on
groundwater use but does not suffer from the drawbacks associated with needing to measure groundwater use of all
kinds. Legal Counsel indicated that courts have approved fees that are based on estimates of usage, rather than
directly measured data, as long as the estimates have an empirical basis (for example, the experience of the agency
staff or published data).
The issues with this approach included challenges associated with formulating a reasonable basis of estimating
groundwater use based on the limited data available. This approach was targeted for additional study, and Raftelis
and The Reed Group worked to develop preliminary rate ranges based on estimated water use. The findings of this
initial work including preliminary fees are presented in Appendix A.

3.3.6. STATE-BASED INTERVENTION
An undesirable yet alternative funding method was the default if the GSA could not fund itself. This method is
referred to as State-Based Intervention; the State would manage the Basin and assess fees on the Basin’s groundwater
users. The State-Based Intervention Fees for Water Year (October 1 through September 30) 2018 would include a
Base Filing Fee of $300 per well ($100 for de minimis users), and a per AF volumetric rate of between $40 and $55
depending on the status of the Basin (Basins with a probationary designation pay $40 per AF, Basins on an interim
Plan would pay $55 per AF), also subject to a late fee of 25% per month. These fees would be on top of the cost of
developing the Basin’s GSP, which would still be a cost borne by the Basin’s citizens, and the GSA would lose the

8

This estimated range was provided by Sonoma County Registrar of Voters in March 2018.

10
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ability to regulate the Basin. The Board and community expressed a strong desire to avoid this outcome. Table 2
shows the charges associated with State-Based Intervention. 9
Table 2: State-Based Intervention Charges

Charge Type
Base Filing Fee (Per Well)
De minimis Fee (Per Well)
Per AF Cost (Probationary)
Per AF Cost (Interim Plan)
Late Fee (Per Month

Cost
$300
$100
$45
$55
25%

3.3.7. CONTINUED MEMBER AGENCY FUNDING
Another option that was considered, and ultimately chosen, is continued member agency funding for Phase I. This
method recognized the difficulties in gathering appropriate data for fee calculation in Phase I. Local government
agencies who are member agencies of the GSA will continue funding the GSA through Phase I. The Agency will
establish a fee basis for funding the Agency in Phase II and beyond. There are several advantages to this approach:
the first is that the Agency can defer calculating a fee until there is more refined data available for fee calculation.
Secondly, the Agency will avoid the costs and risks associated with putting a parcel tax on the ballot (one of the
funding options considered). Third, the Agency will likely benefit from observing how other GSAs across the state
assess charges. Regulations that govern GSAs are still relatively unclear and the Agency will gain the benefit of
perspective from seeing case law unfurl through the Phase I period.
This approach required universal member agency approval. It also leaves the Agency dependent on outside support
through Phase I. However, as the member agencies have approved continued contributions for Phase I the Agency
will be able to fund itself through to Phase II when more data will be available for implementation of other funding
methods.

3.4.

Proposed Continued Member Agency Funding

The Agency has opted to fund Phase I with continued member agency contributions. Member agency contributions
would continue through FY 2021-2022. The member agencies would fund the Agency annually with the allocation
methodology shown in Table 3 (actual amounts of contributions could differ, depending on budget needs, and will
be calculated annually as part of the budget process).This proposed funding allocation was initially presented in a
Board Meeting Presentation on August 27, 2018 and adopted on October 22, 2018.
The rationale for the estimated future allocations for Phase I funding is as follows: Sonoma RCD and NBWD would
both each contribute $10,000 annually. The City of Sonoma and VOMWD would both contribute $25,000 annually.
Sonoma Water would contribute $125,000 annually, funded by property tax revenues and water transmission funds.
The County would pay the remaining costs. If projected costs were to decrease, the proportion of funding from the
County and from Sonoma Water would decrease proportionally until they reached $25,000 each. The amounts of
annual contributions shown below are estimates. These allocations will be voted on annually as part of the Agency’s
budget process.
9

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/gmp/fees.html
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Table 3: Proposed Phase I Funding Allocation Methodology
Entity
Sonoma
VOMWD
Sonoma RCD
NBWD
Sonoma Water
Sonoma County
Total

12

FY 2018-19
$97,767
$97,767
$20,000
$20,000
$117,233
$117,233
$470,000
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FY 2019-20
$25,000
$25,000
$10,000
$10,000
$125,000
$43,000
$238,000

FY 2020-21
$25,000
$25,000
$10,000
$10,000
$125,000
$84,000
$279,000

FY 2021-22
$25,000
$25,000
$10,000
$10,000
$125,000
$56,000
$251,000

4. Required Additional Data,
Research and
Implementation Issues
4.1.

Additional Data Needs

Lack of sufficient data was an identified issue even before the study began. There are a number of additional data
and implementation issues to be resolved. These issues should be addressed during the preparation of the GSP in
order to facilitate calculation and documentation of appropriate rates for Phase II funding. A list of critical data
needs and remaining issues includes:
»
»

»
»

»

»

Documentation of Wells Overall identification and location of all groundwater wells and parcels using
groundwater is critical. This will not only help identify groundwater users, it will also facilitate fee or rate
structures that can combine a charge per well with an amount per acre foot (AF) charge.
Registration of de mimimis groundwater users. Users of less than two (2) AF per year of groundwater considered
to be de minimis users. The de minimis users can only be charged a groundwater fee if they are regulated in some
way. An adopted GSA board resolution to register all wells, whether or not enforced immediately, may serve as
sufficient regulation to allow fees to be charged on de minimis users. Raftelis and The Reed Group suggest that a
well registration program should be implemented as soon as possible. One additional option to reward prompt
well registration with stepped up fees in later years (e.g., no registration fee for immediate participation, some
fee if registration is delayed, penalty fees for late registration.)
Partial or Overlapping Parcels. Some parcels are either minimally included within Bulletin 118 boundaries or
are overlapping into two GSAs. The GSAs need to decide along with it neighboring GSA, how to account for
parcels which are either minimally included within GSA boundaries or which overlap into two separate GSA
areas.
Cannabis Cultivation. The cultivation of legal cannabis presents another set of challenges, including to account
for known cannabis cultivation, where that crop is being grown and how much water groundwater to estimate.
Other County regulations may apply. Data is currently being collected on legal cannabis by the County as
cannabis cultivators that receive a permit from the County are required to meter and report groundwater use. As
this data becomes available, Raftelis recommends including cannabis in the agricultural category as a
subcategory. The actual use of groundwater by cannabis cultivation may or may not be significant, but the public
interest in the topic is high.
Recycled Water and Surface Water. The use of recycled water and surface water rights were incorporated into
the analysis for one of the GSAs (Santa Rosa Plain GSA) that has continued forward exploring a potential Phase
I fee (e.g. reported recycled and surface water use should be backed out of any estimated groundwater use). This
information should also be gathered as part of the research for the GSP for use as offsets to future water use and
funding calculations, especially if basin-wide metering program is not adopted.
Groundwater Recharge: One item of continuing interest to the public and the agricultural community has been
the possible incorporation of groundwater recharge estimates into groundwater use estimates. Data on
groundwater recharge is challenging to obtain and may be contradictory. However, but as more data is developed
and made accessible it may be possible to include in future assessments of groundwater use as an offset. If suitably
reliable groundwater recharge estimates can be generated as part of the GSP research (e.g., estimates of net
recharge), these factors should be applied to future fee calculations to offset groundwater use estimates (similar
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to the use of recycled water and surface water.) Specific data required may include but is not limited to soil types
and the presence or absence of geological features that may inhibit water recharge to the groundwater basin.
Note that a further complication of the potential recharge data gathering us that soil types and filtration rates
may vary by location within the subbasin and care should be taken to assure that significant differences in specific
conditions by location are not overlooked if applying an average net recharge estimate.

4.2.

Additional Programs for Potential Consideration

The data collection and program implementation suggestions in the preceding section assume that a regulatory fee
(governed under Proposition 26) or a service fee (governed under Proposition 218) rate structure will be used for
Agency funding. However, the preparers of the GSP may want to further investigate additional programs or funding
mechanisms. The following potential programs or concepts included for consideration are outside of the regulatory
fee or service fee guidelines and would therefore require legal review before being incorporated into a GSA funding
program. Note that several of these programs require or would benefit from an understanding of the Basin’s
sustainable yield in order to be effective tools in managing the Basin’s usage.
Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) and Potential Recharge Net Metering. At least one pilot project is already
underway (in Pajaro Valley) to explore if the capture and use of additional surface water, including stormwater, can
be used to improve both infiltration and groundwater recharge. This approach is most ideally suited for agricultural
uses. Land owners willing to participate in construction of stormwater or other surface water capture facilities can
be compensated for the loss of productive land and operating costs by being given a credit against fees charged on
groundwater use, thus incentivizing participation. Pilot projects involving MAR will likely also provide data on
recharge that can be applied to estimating groundwater use offsets (see discussion in previous section). Additionally,
evidence of successful recharge through MAR may lead to the opportunity to establish a program where any net
recharge to the basin above groundwater use can be used to calculate a rebate against costs for other supplemental
water supplies, including recycled water. 10
Funding Framework for Charging for Supplemental Water Supplies. Depending on the findings of the GSP, the
GSA may end up pursuing the purchase of supplemental water (from surface water supply) to replenish the
groundwater basin to achieve interim targets and/or to allow for additional extraction. Raftelis sees two potential
approaches for paying for these additional costs, if incurred, a blended approach and a marginal approach. The
marginal approach includes the use of an additional water supply charge and penalties.
Marginal Cost Approach: Alternatively, an additional rate could potentially be charged once a set water use
allocation is consumed. The allocation level can be based on an end user allocation, an intermediate target, or a
sustainable yield target. Which targets are used will depend on findings as to how critically overdrawn the basin
may be. For basins that are moderately overdrawn, Raftelis suggests that charges can be based on an intermediate
target. Highly overdrawn basins should be based on sustainable yield targets. Consider the following example
for a moderately overdrawn basin:
•
•
•

10

14

Allocation of 10 AF
Intermediate target of 8 AF
Sustainable Yield goal of 5 AF

For more information see https://www.law.berkeley.edu/research/clee/research/wheeler/renem/.
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•
•
•

Pumping 8 AF or less, no water supply charge
Pumping 9-10 AF, water supply charge, no penalties
Pumping 11+ AF, water supply charge and penalties

Blended Cost Approach: Another approach for charging for supplemental water sources is to blend the costs of
replenishment supplies with the benefits of natural recharge. The same revenue requirement required by the
Marginal Cost Approach would be recovered with a uniform fee per acre foot. Blending costs from
replenishment with an additional amount of natural recharge would result in a lower cost per AF than billing
at the cost of replenishment water.
The marginal approach would economically incentivize groundwater users to pump at or below their intermediate
target while imposing penalties if the user pumps above a determined allocation. GSP research would need to
determine appropriate intermediate and sustainable subbasin-wide yield goals and allocations would need to be
calculated per user, most likely based on an allowed use per acre of irrigated land.
Water Markets: The previous example program described an approach where a sustainable allocation of
groundwater use is calculated per parcel, and if the use per parcel exceeds the allocation, additional charges or
penalties are levied to encourage conservation and discourage overdraft. Another approach to consider is
establishing an intrabasin water market. Water Markets provide an opportunity for using market allocations to
allocate groundwater resources in an economically efficient manner. A water market recognizes that some users will
be allocated more water than they use. Other users will need more groundwater than they are allocated. Water
markets provide a financial mechanism to transfer water allocations from one user to another. Users with unused
allocations can sell their allocations to users needing more groundwater. This method allows for more flexibility
while providing economic incentives for conservation, as costs for groundwater on the market will rise as the total
use approaches the sustainable allocation for the entire subbasin.
There are several challenges to implementation of water markets for the purposes of allocating groundwater. Among
these are:
»
»

Imperfect information: groundwater usage of most types is unmonitored and unreported in the Basin, as is
the case in most basins in California. Markets function well when there is more information available,
especially with regard to available quantities of resources.
Imperfect mechanisms for facilitating transfer: while there is currently a market mechanism for transferring
water between parties, it is not a significant factor in water use statewide; currently less than 3% of
California’s water use is transferred via market.

Given these difficulties, there is an opportunity for the GSA to function as a basin-level clearinghouse for water
transfers. If the GSA monitors basin-level groundwater usage, limits withdrawals, and provides this information
publicly, the market can set a clear price signal for groundwater and can lead to an economically efficient allocation
of groundwater.
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A. Fee Calculation
This Appendix section shows initial methodology for a fee calculation, including draft charges calculated using
preliminary data. All costs, including budget costs, and estimates provided in this appendix are preliminary.
Raftelis and Staff worked together to determine a methodology for creating a mechanism for the GSA to fund itself,
this section provides an overview of how this process began and recommendations for future refinements.

A.1. Revenue Requirement Calculation
Calculating a charge for an Agency to assess is a multi-step process. It involves first determining the revenue
requirement, which is the amount of revenue that must be recovered for an Agency to meet its budgeted costs less its
revenue offsets.

A.1.1. OPERATING EXPENSES
Agency Staff worked to create a five-year budget for the GSA. As previously mentioned, the Agency was initially
funded by contributions from member agencies. The initial funding provided by member agencies is shown in Table
A-1.
Table A-1: Sonoma Valley Initial Member Agency Allocations

Entity
Sonoma
VOMWD
Sonoma RCD
NBWD
Sonoma County
Sonoma County Water Agency
Total

FY 2017-18
$97,767
$97,767
$20,000
$20,000
$117,233
$117,233
$470,000

FY 2018-19
$97,767
$97,767
$20,000
$20,000
$117,233
$117,233
$470,000

These contributions were made to fund the Agency for its first two years of operations. Following those first two
years, the initial plan was for the Agency to fund itself via charge revenue. To create a mechanism for the Agency to
fund itself, the first step was to determine how much revenue the Agency would require annually. The budget for the
Agency’s first five years is shown below. In FY 2019-20 through FY 2021-22 the Agency has a 5% contingency for
unexpected expenses.
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Table A-2: Sonoma Valley Five Year Phase I Operating Budget
Services
Insurance - Liability
Legal Services
Consulting Services
Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land
Training/Conference Expenses
Subtotal Services
Subtotal Supplies
Subtotal Operating
5% Contingency
Total Operating With Contingency

FY 2017-18

FY 2018-19

FY 2019-20

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22

$2,000
$60,000
$354,750
$1,000
$2,500
$420,250
$2,250
$422,500
$0
$422,500

$1,900
$45,000
$419,000
$1,200
$2,750
$469,850
$6,300
$476,150
$0
$476,150

$1,950
$45,000
$514,000
$1,400
$3,000
$565,350
$6,350
$571,700
$28,585
$600,285

$2,000
$45,000
$469,000
$1,600
$3,250
$520,850
$6,400
$527,250
$26,363
$553,613

$2,050
$45,000
$444,000
$1,800
$3,500
$496,350
$6,450
$502,800
$25,140
$527,940

The Agency’s first two years of operations were already funded by member agency contributions. The Agency has
elected to pursue member agency funding as its mechanism for meeting the remainder of its Phase I costs as well,
rather than recover costs from ratepayers. The next sections show the process of how a fee could be developed.

A.1.2. GRANT FUNDING
The Agency applied for and received a $1 million grant to assist in funding Agency start-up costs. This grant reduced
the Agency’s total revenue requirement by $1 million. This funding was made available to GSAs throughout the
State as a result of 2014’s voter approved Proposition 1. This Proposition, the Water Quality, Supply, and
Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014, authorized $510 million in Integrated Regional Water Management
funding. These grants are allocated to projects that, among others, provide incentives throughout watersheds to
collaborate in managing the region’s water resources and set regional priorities for water infrastructure. 11

A.1.3. TOTAL REVENUE REQUIREMENT CALCULATION
The Agency’s total revenue requirement for Phase I funding was calculated by adding its operating expenses for the
first five years and subtracting its offsetting grant revenue. The total in the first line can be calculated by summing
the “Total Operating with Contingency” line from Table A-2. This calculation is shown in Table A-3.
Table A-3: Phase I Revenue Requirement Calculation

Description
5 Years of Expenses
Less: Grant Funding
Total Phase I Revenue Requirement

Amount
$2,580,488
-$1,000,000
$1,580,488

If the Agency had decided to calculate a charge, then calculating the total revenue requirement would be only the
first step in determining the charge. This calculation gives the total Phase I revenue requirement, which can be
recovered over a number of years and in a variety of methodologies. The revenue requirement is only one part of the
charge calculation equation, see Figure 1 for an example. The two variables in the denominator have a significant
bearing on the magnitude of the charge.
11

https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-Us/Grants-And-Loans/IRWM-Grant-Programs/Proposition-1
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Figure 1: Example Charge Calculation Equation
𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑌𝑌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎 𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

A.2. Assessment Variable Determination

The next step in calculating a revenue generating charge would be to determine the assessment variable. In order to
determine a charge from the revenue requirement found above, it is necessary to find the amount by which to divide
the total revenue requirement.

A.2.1. FEE PROPOSAL
As discussed above, the initial strategy of the Agency was to develop a fee that could be assessed on parcel, well
ownership, parcel size or by groundwater extraction. Later this list was reduced and Raftelis was instructed to
calculate a fee based on projected groundwater extraction. The assessment variable that the fee will be based on has
a significant impact on the amount that the proposed fee will be. Some of the variables listed above are more readily
estimable for the Basin than others. Specifically, the acreage and number of parcels are more readily accessible data
points than the number of wells and the amount of groundwater use in the Basin.

A.2.2. DATA GAPS
There are several data gaps associated with estimating groundwater use. To begin with, County well records are
currently not complete. Current estimates show that there are 1,119 extractive wells in the Basin. 12 It is likely a low
estimate, and many unknown wells are likely not captured by this total. A first step in calculating a fee based on
groundwater extraction would be instating a well registration program.
The other issue is that, even for parcels with known wells, groundwater use is not measured or reported for most
extractors. The main exceptions to this are VOMWD and the City of Sonoma. Annual groundwater pumping is
highly variable and subject to a variety of factors including but not limited to rainfall, land use, temperature,
humidity, and domestic use, to name a few. Attempts to find annual usage are therefore attempts to find a reasonable
estimate rather than the actual exact amount of groundwater pumping which will change from year to year.
There is another difficulty associated with using groundwater use as a basis for the fee. This issue is that outside of
the City of Sonoma and VOMWD, groundwater use estimates initially were taken from the basin as a whole and
not allocated to individual parcels. Determining each parcel’s responsibility for groundwater usage requires making
assumptions about parcel usage, water usage, and the source of that water. (For example, is it municipal, surface
water, recycled water, or groundwater?)
Agency efforts in during the GSP process and in Phase II should address these data gaps in several ways.
1. The Agency could instate a well registration program to get a more accurate count of the number of wells in
the Basin.

12

Per Andrew Rich, as of 11/1/2018
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2. The Agency could, in addition to registering wells, request or require well metering to gather an actual
amount of water produced from the Basin, rather than estimating annual groundwater pumping.
3. If well metering is cost prohibitive, the Agency could send targeted surveys to known or suspected well
owners in order to estimate what each parcel’s groundwater usage is.
4. Finally, if possible the Agency could try to measure groundwater recharge on a Basin-wide basis.
Groundwater recharge is difficult to measure because it is contingent on a variety of factors including rainfall,
soil porosity, and hardscaped ground cover.

A.2.3. PROPOSED CATEGORICAL BENEFIT METHODOLOGY
Initially, the Board directed Raftelis to develop a fee based on the amount of groundwater used on a per parcel basis.
Due to the data gaps mentioned above, this information was not readily available for most parcels. To overcome
these gaps, an estimate of use would have to be developed for each parcel. Raftelis and Staff arrived at a methodology
for estimating groundwater use by parcel or groundwater pumping entity. The proposed methodology for estimating
use is as follows:
»

Municipalities/Large Water Service Provider Use: Both the City of Sonoma and VOMWD use groundwater to
supplement water supply, which is primarily imported from Sonoma Water. Future groundwater use by the
City of Sonoma and VOMWD, reported to the County, can be projected based on a running average of the
last five years of pumping data. Estimated municipal/large water service provider usage is 715 AFY.

»

Small Water Service Provider Use: The Basin has a variety of Small Water Service Providers (SWSPs) that use
groundwater for a variety of purposes. These SWSPs vary between Wineries, Warehouses, Office Parks,
Office Parks, Schools, Mutual Water Companies (water companies that provide water service to rural areas),
and other commercial properties. These SWSPs provide the amount of groundwater pumped annually to
the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) Division of Drinking Water (DDW). Future
groundwater use of these SWSPs can be projected based on an average of the available pumping data.
Estimated SWSP usage is 725 AFY.

»

Agriculture Use: Raftelis proposed to make estimates of agricultural groundwater pumping by using Sonoma
County Land Use Data from California Department of Water Resources (DWR) 13. Raftelis proposed to use
the 2012 Draft dataset (not publicly available) because it included information such as whether a parcel was
irrigated, and if so what the source of the irrigation water was. Calculated water use of groundwater irrigated
agricultural parcels was estimated based on applying DWR crop coefficients to DWR Land Use Data crop
coverage data. DWR data on average water applied per acre of crop is shown below. This is based on
Sonoma County’s reported average usage to DWR in 2010. 14 A selection of DWR’s applied water per acre
figures for Sonoma County in 2010 are shown below in Table A-4, including a description of the type of
agriculture denoted in the middle column. The applied water column shows average acre feet per acre.

Source: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/CADWRLandUseViewer/
Source: https://www.water.ca.gov/Programs/Water-Use-And-Efficiency/Land-And-Water-Use/Agricultural-LandAnd-Water-Use-Estimates
13
14
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Table A-4: Sonoma County Crops and Applied Water per Acre 2010.
Crop (DWR
Classifications)
C | Citrus and
Subtropical
D | Deciduous Fruits
and Nuts
G | Grain

P | Pasture

T | Truck Nursery and
Berry Crops
V | Vineyard

»

DWR Definition
Grapefruit, lemons, oranges, dates, avocados, olives,
kiwis, jojoba, eucalyptus and miscellaneous subtropical
fruit
Apples, apricots, cherries, peaches, nectarines, pears,
plums, prunes, figs, walnuts and miscellaneous
deciduous
Wheat, barley, oats, miscellaneous grain and hay, and
mixed grain and hay
Clover, mixed pasture, native pastures, induced high
water table native pasture, miscellaneous grasses, turf
farms, bermuda grass, rye grass and klein grass
Artichokes, asparagus, beans (green), carrots, celery,
lettuce, peas, spinach, flowers nursery and tree farms,
bush berries, strawberries, peppers, broccoli, cabbage,
cauliflower and brussel sprouts
Table grapes, wine grapes and raisin grapes

Sonoma Average
Applied Water / Acre

1.8 AF

1.8 AF
0.3 AF

3.6 AF

1.8 AF
0.6 AF

Rural Residential: Rural residential properties were identified using a combination of County Assessor GIS
data and Water Service Provider GIS data. A GIS layer of the footprint of water service providers (excluding
purveyors such as Sonoma Water) was imposed over all parcels in the basin. Any residential (or residential
+ agricultural use) parcels remaining in areas outside of water service provider service areas are assumed to
have a well. Well records are very incomplete for Sonoma County GSAs. An estimated use of 0.5 AF annual
use per rural residential well was applied. An additional 0.25 AF were added for any parcels that listed
additional residences on the parcel. 15

After estimating each class’s annual use, the total cost to be recovered would be allocated to each class in proportion
to its estimated use. From there, each class’s allocated cost would be recovered in proportion to its estimated
groundwater use (or another metric to be determined). Figure 2 below provides an example of how this process
would work, assuming 10,000 AFY of groundwater extraction, and a charge of $500,000 to be recovered per year.
These numbers are for demonstration purposes only.

Source: https://www.countyofnapa.org/DocumentCenter/View/1056/Water-Availability-Analysis-Adopted-PolicyMay-12-2015-PDF Appendix B
15
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Figure 2: Categorical Benefit Example
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This methodology was still undergoing refinement when the Study was terminated. The Basin’s estimate for annual
groundwater pumping, not based on the approach described above, was 10,500 AFY. 16
Using the current estimate for groundwater extraction in the Basin area is 10,500 AFY, an annual charge per AFY
can be determined. Given that there are three remaining fiscal years in Phase I, it will be assumed for the sake of this
calculation that the fee will be collected over three years. This charge is for example purposes only and is not a
recommendation nor a proposed charge. Raftelis was directed to stop developing fees on behalf of the Agency, so
the fee calculation below is done with groundwater usage estimate from the Basin’s Insights and Recommendations,
based on estimated pumping in Water Year 2012.
Figure 3: Example Charge Calculation Equation Using Estimated GW Pumping
𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

$1,580,488
= $50.17 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
10,500 ∗ 3

There are 12,646 parcels in the basin, 42,283 acres, and an estimated 1,119 wells. A per year fee can be calculated
for all of these metrics following the equation shown above. Again, these charges are for example purposes only
and are not recommendations nor are they proposed charges. Draft charges using these figures shown in Table A5Table.
TableA-5: Draft Charge Calculation
Charge Type
Annual Charge Based on Well Ownership
Annual Charge Based on Parcel
Annual Charge Based on Acreage
Annual Charge Based on GW Pumping

Metric

Annual Fee

1,119
12,646
42,283
10,500

$470.80
$41.66
$12.46
$50.17

The Board and the community felt that these fees were unacceptably high, especially the per acre foot charge. There
was shared concern that it would be especially burdensome for agricultural interests to pay a fee of over $50 per AF
of groundwater. When the fee study was terminated, Raftelis’ estimate of basin-wide groundwater usage was lower
than 10,500, which resulted in a fee higher than the one shown in Table A-5. Calculating the fee with this amount
would result in per AF fees of greater than $70, which would exceed the State-Based Intervention fees. The Board
felt that it was necessary to try and reduce impacts on agricultural interests in the Valley, especially given the nature
of the importance of agriculture to the region. Due to these concerns, the Board opted to discontinue the rate study
and pursue member agency funding through the end of Phase I.

16

http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/Basin-Insights-and-Recommendations.pdf
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